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Abstract Current state-of-the-art models typically applied at continental to global scales (hereafter called
macroscale) tend to use a priori parameters, resulting in suboptimal streamﬂow (Q) simulation. For the ﬁrst
time, a scheme for regionalization of model parameters at the global scale was developed. We used data
from a diverse set of 1787 small-to-medium sized catchments (10–10;000 km2) and the simple conceptual
HBV model to set up and test the scheme. Each catchment was calibrated against observed daily Q, after
which 674 catchments with high calibration and validation scores, and thus presumably good-quality
observed Q and forcing data, were selected to serve as donor catchments. The calibrated parameter sets for
the donors were subsequently transferred to 0.58 grid cells with similar climatic and physiographic charac-
teristics, resulting in parameter maps for HBV with global coverage. For each grid cell, we used the 10 most
similar donor catchments, rather than the single most similar donor, and averaged the resulting simulated
Q, which enhanced model performance. The 1113 catchments not used as donors were used to independ-
ently evaluate the scheme. The regionalized parameters outperformed spatially uniform (i.e., averaged cali-
brated) parameters for 79% of the evaluation catchments. Substantial improvements were evident for all
major K€oppen-Geiger climate types and even for evaluation catchments> 5000 km distant from the donors.
The median improvement was about half of the performance increase achieved through calibration. HBV
with regionalized parameters outperformed nine state-of-the-art macroscale models, suggesting these
might also beneﬁt from the new regionalization scheme. The produced HBV parameter maps including
ancillary data are available via www.gloh2o.org.
1. Introduction
All hydrologic models can to some degree beneﬁt from calibration to improve their Q simulations, due to (i)
lack of process understanding, (ii) possibly overly simplistic process representations, (iii) the spatiotemporal
discretization of highly heterogeneous rainfall-runoff processes, and (iv) the impossibility of measuring all
required model parameters at the model application scale [Beven, 1989; Bl€oschl and Sivapalan, 1995; Duan
et al., 2001, 2006; McDonnell et al., 2007; Nasonova et al., 2009; Rosero et al., 2011; Minville et al., 2014]. Since
Q observations are unavailable for the majority of the Earth’s land surface [Sivapalan, 2003; Hannah et al.,
2011], hydrologic models often rely on regionalization approaches to transfer information from gauged
(donor) to ungauged (receptor) catchments [see He et al., 2011; Hrachowitz et al., 2013; Razavi and Coulibaly,
2013; Bl€oschl et al., 2013; Parajka et al., 2013 for reviews].
Six regionalization approaches have been used most frequently. First, the earliest regionalization approach
consisted of catchment-by-catchment calibration and subsequent construction of a regression model that
related the calibrated model parameters to catchment characteristics [e.g., Seibert, 1999; Yokoo et al., 2001;
Young, 2006]. However, this approach generally met with limited success due in large part to the loss of
model parameter interaction and the problem of equiﬁnality [e.g., Kokkonen et al., 2003; Hundecha and
Bardossy, 2004; McIntyre et al., 2005; Wagener and Wheater, 2006; Oudin et al., 2008; Kim and Kaluarachchi,
2008]. Second, another widely used approach is to simultaneously construct the regression model and per-
form the calibration [e.g., Hundecha and Bardossy, 2004; Samaniego et al., 2010], although this approach
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involves the nontrivial task of formulating a priori parsimonious yet effective parameter-predictor relation-
ships. Third, in another common approach, calibrated parameter sets are transferred to nearby regions
based only on geographic proximity [e.g., Merz and Bl€oschl, 2004; Oudin et al., 2008]. However, this approach
requires a dense network of gauging stations, and geographic proximity cannot necessarily be equated to
similarity in rainfall-runoff behavior, particularly in climatically, geologically, or topographically highly heter-
ogeneous regions [Vandewiele and Elias, 1995; Shu and Burn, 2003; Oudin et al., 2008; Reichl et al., 2009; Ali
et al., 2012]. Alternatively (and fourthly), it is possible to transfer calibrated parameter sets based on explicit
consideration of climatic and/or physiographic similarity [e.g., Kokkonen et al., 2003; McIntyre et al., 2005], or
ﬁfth simultaneously calibrate multiple catchments with similar climatic and/or physiographic characteristics
to obtain more generalizable parameter sets [e.g., Fernandez et al., 2000; Parajka et al., 2007; Kim and Kaluar-
achchi, 2008]. However, these last two approaches are complicated by the need for a priori selection of
characteristics representing the rainfall-runoff behavior. Sixthly and ﬁnally, various approaches have
recently used Q signatures (measures that quantify the hydrograph shape such as slope of the ﬂow-dura-
tion curve and baseﬂow index) estimated using, for example, regression to condition model parameters
[e.g., Yadav et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Troy et al., 2008; Castiglioni et al., 2010]. However, this Q-signature
approach is affected by: (i) the poor quality of daily meteorologic data in many regions which, after calibra-
tion against the estimated Q signatures, might lead to unrealistic model parameters producing the right
results for the wrong reasons; (ii) the inherent difﬁculty in estimating Q signatures for ungauged regions
[Beck et al., 2015]; and (iii) the fact that measures related to Q signatures by themselves are generally less
effective at conditioning model parameters than goodness-of-ﬁt measures.
Numerous studies have applied these approaches and demonstrated their respective advantages and limi-
tations (see the aforementioned reviews). However, most studies had a regional (subcontinental) focus,
employed a relatively small number of catchments, and used a variety of hydrologic models, forcing data,
regionalization approaches, objective functions, and evaluation methodologies, resulting in ﬁndings with
questionable generalizability [Razavi and Coulibaly, 2013]. In general, approaches that transfer calibrated
parameter sets according to a certain measure of climatic and/or physiographic similarity performed better
than (or gave comparable results to) other approaches [Kokkonen et al., 2003; McIntyre et al., 2004, 2005;
Parajka et al., 2005; Oudin et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Reichl et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2012; Wallner et al., 2013;
Singh et al., 2014; Sellami et al., 2014; Garambois et al., 2015]. There have been, however, several studies that
obtained better results using approaches that transferred calibrated parameter sets based on geographic
proximity [Oudin et al., 2008; Zhang and Chiew, 2009; Samuel et al., 2011; Patil and Stieglitz, 2014; Petheram
et al., 2012], although the ﬁrst four of these studies were conducted in regions with relatively dense gauging
networks which tends to favor the spatial proximity approach (France, southeastern Australia, Ontario, and
the conterminous USA, respectively). Kay et al. [2006] compared three regionalization approaches for two
hydrologic models but obtained effectively inconclusive results: similarity-based regionalization performed
best when using one hydrologic model, but performance was poorest in combination with the other
model.
Due to the lack of a commonly accepted approach for parameter regionalization, hydrologic models typi-
cally applied at continental to global scales (hereafter called macroscale) rarely use regionalized parameters
[Sooda and Smakhtin, 2015; Kauffeldt, 2014; Bierkens et al., 2015]. Instead, they tend to rely on a priori param-
eterizations based on expert opinion, case studies, ﬁeld data, hydrologic theory, or data sets of questionable
quality. For example, the Community Land Model (CLM) [Oleson et al., 2010], among many other models,
uses a ﬁxed value for the baseﬂow recession constant (k), although it has long been recognized that k varies
spatially [Hall, 1968; Beck et al., 2013b]. Although the PCRaster Global Water Balance (PCR-GLOBWB) model
[Van Beek and Bierkens, 2009] determines k based on drainage theory and hydrogeologic data, observational
studies have reported weak links between k and current hydrogeologic data sets [Van Dijk, 2010; Pe~na-
Arancibia et al., 2010; Beck et al., 2013b]. Similarly, several models (e.g., the Noah land surface model with
Multi-Parameterization options—Noah-MP) [Niu et al., 2011] have adopted concepts from the TOPography
based hydrologic MODEL (TOPMODEL) [Beven and Kirkby, 1979] to simulate surface runoff and baseﬂow,
thus confounding model performance in regions where surface topography represents a poor proxy of the
aquifer ﬂow gradient and/or where other variables exert stronger controls on the ﬂow response [Beven,
1997; Devito et al., 2005; Li et al., 2011]. Furthermore, in many models, including LISFLOOD [Burek et al.,
2013], the generation of inﬁltration and saturation-excess runoff is implicitly linked to soil hydrologic
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properties that are impossible to measure at the model application scale [Bl€oschl and Sivapalan, 1995; Hop-
mans et al., 2002]. Consequently, it is unlikely that current macro-scale hydrologic models have reached
their full potential in terms of Q simulation [Duan et al., 2006; Nasonova et al., 2009; Rosero et al., 2011].
Table 1 lists (to the best of our knowledge) all macroscale attempts at model parameter regionalization,
employing different catchment sets and descriptors, hydrologic models, regionalization approaches, and
objective functions. However, none of these studies has explicitly quantiﬁed the improvement in Q simula-
tion due to regionalization using a statistically signiﬁcant number of independent catchments, nor did they
compare the performance to a priori model parameters, rendering it impossible to verify the (added) value
of the regionalization approaches used. In addition, two macroscale studies [Widen-Nilsson et al., 2007; Troy
et al., 2008] used regionalization approaches based on spatial proximity or interpolation which should not
be applied at macroscales, given that the majority of the land surface is ungauged or poorly gauged [Siva-
palan, 2003; Hannah et al., 2011]. Moreover, three global studies [Nijssen et al., 2001; D€oll et al., 2003; Widen-
Nilsson et al., 2007] used only large catchments ( 10;000 km2), which typically tend to be more strongly
affected by human activity (river regulation, diversions, water abstraction and extraction, and urbanization)
and routing processes (evaporation from the river surface, riverbed leakage losses, and travel time delays)
and thus are less likely to yield valid parameters at the grid-cell scale. Note that Rakovec et al. [2016] used
large catchments as well, but explicitly accounted for the scale discrepancy problem.
Recently, using data from thousands of catchments around the globe, Beck et al. [2015] identiﬁed several cli-
matic and physiographic characteristics that are strong predictors of Q signatures, ensuring that these char-
acteristics are hydrologically relevant and that their data quality is sufﬁcient. The hypothesis tested in the
present study states that, at the global scale, similarity in these climatic and physiographic characteristics
reﬂects (to a certain degree) similarity in rainfall-runoff response. We address this hypothesis by evaluating
an easy-to-implement, global-scale regionalization scheme that overcomes the limitations of previous mac-
roscale efforts. Our speciﬁc objectives are to: (i) identify catchments with good-quality observed Q and forc-
ing data suitable to serve as donor catchments; (ii) produce parameter maps with global coverage by
regionalizing the calibrated parameter sets of the donors; and (iii) explicitly quantify the improvement in
model performance using regionalized parameters in independent catchments. To address these objectives,
we use an unprecedentedly large, and highly diverse set of 1787 small-to-medium-sized catchments
(10–10;000 km2) around the globe in combination with the simple conceptual Hydrologiska Byråns Vatten-
balansavdelning (HBV) hydrologic model [Bergstr€om, 1992; Seibert and Vis, 2012].
2. Data and Methods
2.1. The HBV Hydrologic Model
Lumped and gridded versions of the HBV hydrologic model [Bergstr€om, 1992; Seibert and Vis, 2012] were
implemented in Python. HBV was chosen because of its ﬂexibility, computational efﬁciency, proven effec-
tiveness under a wide range of climatic and physiographic conditions [e.g., Zhang and Lindstr€om, 1996; Te
Linde et al., 2008; Steele-Dunne et al., 2008; Breuer et al., 2009; Driessen et al., 2010; Deelstra et al., 2010; Plesca
et al., 2012; Beck et al., 2013a; Bouffard, 2014; Demirel et al., 2015; Vetter et al., 2015], and successful applica-
tion in several previous regionalization studies [e.g., Seibert, 1999; Hundecha and Bardossy, 2004; Merz and
Bl€oschl, 2004; Parajka et al., 2005; Booij, 2005; Parajka et al., 2007; Bardossy, 2007; Jin et al., 2009; Masih et al.,
2010]. In addition, with its 14 calibratable parameters (of which ﬁve are related to the snow routine), HBV
can arguably be considered to be of average complexity and thus fairly representative of a ‘‘typical’’ hydro-
logic model. HBV runs at a daily time step, has two groundwater stores and one unsaturated-zone store,
and uses a triangular weighting function to simulate channel routing delays. The model requires daily time
series of precipitation, potential evaporation, and air temperature as inputs. For each grid cell or catchment,
only a single ‘‘elevation-vegetation zone’’ was considered here. Table 2 describes the model parameters.
The stores were initialized by running the model for the ﬁrst 10 year of the record if the record length was
 10 year, or by running the model twice for the entire record if the record length was <10 year. The model
was calibrated for each catchment for the time period with simultaneous observed Q and input data in a
lumped fashion to reduce computational time. Table 2 lists the calibration ranges for each parameter. For
more details concerning HBV, see Bergstr€om [1992] and Seibert and Vis [2012].
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2.2. Meteorological Forcing Data
For the catchment-scale calibration of HBV (described in section 2.4) and the performance evaluation of
HBV using various parameter sets (described in section 2.6), we used the 0.58 Climate Prediction Center
(CPC) Uniﬁed v1.0 precipitation data set (1979–2005) [Xie et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008], which is based on
Table 1. Studies Performing Model Parameter Regionalization at Macro (Continental to Global) Scalesa
Study Region Model
Number of
Regionalized
Parameters
Regionalization
Approach Class
Number of
Catchments for
Parameterization/
Evaluation (size range)
Main Finding With Respect
to Regionalization
Nijssen et al. [2001] Global Variable Inﬁltra-
tion Capacity
(VIC)
6 Transfer of calibrated
parameter sets to grid
cells with the same
climate
iv 9/13 (118,000 to
4,619,000 km2)
Better performance was
obtained for 6 of the 13
independent evaluation
catchments
D€oll et al. [2003] Global WaterGAP
Global
Hydrology
Model
(WGHM)
1 Regression model linking
the model’s ‘‘runoff
coefﬁcient’’ parameter
to climatic, topographic,
and morphologic
variables
i 311/9 (>20,000 km2) The training coefﬁcient of
determination (R2) for
the regression model
was 0.53
Boughton and
Chiew [2007]
Australia Australian Water
Balance
Model
(AWBM)
6 Calibration against map of
mean annual runoff pro-
duced using regional
regression models
based on mean annual
precipitation and poten-
tial evaporation
vi 213/0 (50–2000 km2) The regression model
training R2 values
ranged from 0.55 to
0.90
Widen-Nilsson
et al. [2007]
Near global Water and Snow
Balance Mod-
eling System
Macroscale
(WASMOD-M)
5 Transfer of calibrated
parameter sets to grid
cells within a 8:58 lati-
tude by 19:58 longitude
window
iii 485/0 (sizes not
reported but
appear to be
10,000 km2)
Regionalized parameters
produced good Q esti-
mates, in contrast to
spatially uniform
parameters
Troy et al. [2008] Conterminous USA VIC 8 Calibration against map of
runoff coefﬁcient based
on interpolation of
observations
vi 1130/0 (10–10,000 km2) Resampling the regional-
ized parameters using
averaging to a coarser
grid led to markedly dif-
ferent Q estimates
Van Dijk et al. [2013] Global World-Wide
Water Resour-
ces Assess-
ment (W3RA)
1 Regression model linking
the baseﬂow recession
parameter to the aridity
index [Pe~na-Arancibia
et al., 2010]
i 167/0 (<10,000 km2) The regression model
training R2 was 0.49
Livneh and
Lettenmaier [2013]
Conterminous USA Uniﬁed Land
Model (ULM)
13 Regression model linking
‘‘zonally representative’’
parameters to catch-
ment descriptors
i 220/0 (<10,000 km2) The regionalization per-
formance deteriorated
only slightly using
catchment descriptors
available globally
Singh et al. [2014] Conterminous USA Unnamed 8 Classiﬁcation and regres-
sion tree (CART) analysis
was used to optimize
the similarity criterion
iv 83/0 (67–8151 km2) Climate and elevation were
the most important for
successful parameter
regionalization
Bock et al. [2015] Conterminous USA Monthly Water
Balance
Model
(MWBM)
6 Simultaneous calibration of
catchments for 110
‘‘hydrologically similar’’
regions
v 1575/0 (areas not
speciﬁed but probably
mostly <10,000 km2)
Measured and simulated
runoff showed good
correspondence for the
majority of the study
region
Rakovec et al. [2016] Europe mesoscale
Hydrologic
Model (mHM)
28 Regression models linking
28 model parameters to
19 predictors [Sama-
niego et al., 2010]
ii 400/0
(100–1,000,000 km2)
The model was able to
capture the Q dynamics
well
This study Global Hydrologiska
Byråns Vat-
tenbalansav-
delning (HBV)
13 Transfer of calibrated
parameter sets to grid
cells with similar cli-
matic and physio-
graphic characteristics
ii 674/1113
(<10,000 km2)
Performance improvement
due to regionalization
for 79% of the inde-
pendent evaluation
catchments
aThe studies are listed in order of publication date. The present study has been added for the sake of completeness. The number of evaluation catchments refers to independent
catchments not used in any way for the parameterization. Regionalization approach classes are deﬁned as: (i), catchment-by-catchment calibration followed by regression; (ii), simulta-
neous calibration and regression; (iii), geographic proximity; (iv), physiographic and/or climatic similarity; (v), regional calibration; and (vi), Q signatures.
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interpolation of gauge observations. We considered using the 0.58 WATCH Forcing Data ERA-Interim
(WFDEI) meteorological data set (1979–2012) [Weedon et al., 2014], which is based on atmospheric reanaly-
sis model output, but ended up using the CPC precipitation data set since it produced higher calibration
scores for 70% of the catchments. This was not entirely unexpected, because gauges generally tend to pro-
vide the most accurate precipitation estimates in regions where the gauge density is sufﬁciently high [e.g.,
Stillman et al., 2016]. Conversely, for the performance comparison of HBV with regionalized parameters ver-
sus various state-of-the-art macro-scale models (also described in section 2.6), HBV was driven by precipita-
tion from the WFDEI data set to be consistent with these other models.
The data sets for daily air temperature and potential evaporation remained the same throughout the study.
Air temperature was derived from the WFDEI data set. Potential evaporation was calculated using the Pen-
man [1948] formulation as given by Shuttleworth [1993], which was found to perform best in a comparison
among ﬁve potential evaporation formulations [Donohue et al., 2010]. For the calculation of potential evapo-
ration, daily net radiation, air temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, and relative humidity were
derived from the WFDEI data set, and surface albedo from a monthly climatology based on the European
Space Agency (ESA) GlobAlbedo product [Muller et al., 2011].
2.3. Observed Streamflow Data
The observed daily Q and associated catchment boundary data were obtained from the same three sources
as those used by Beck et al. [2015], namely the Geospatial Attributes of Gages for Evaluating Streamﬂow
(GAGES)-II database [Falcone et al., 2010], the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC; http://www.bafg.de/GRDC/),
and Peel et al. [2000]. The following eight criteria were used to exclude unsuitable catchments from our
analysis:
1. The Q record length was required to be  10 y (not necessarily consecutive) during 1980–2005 (the com-
mon temporal span of the forcing used for the calibration of HBV).
2. To minimize the effects of channel routing, the catchment area had to be <10,000 km2 (cf. Lohmann
et al., 2004; Pe~na-Arancibia et al., 2010; Xia et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2013; Livneh and Lettenmaier, 2013;
Beck et al., 2015].
3. Since the climatic and physiographic data are likely less reliable at smaller scales, the minimum catch-
ment area was taken as 10 km2.
4. To reduce anthropogenic inﬂuences, catchments were required to have< 2% (in total) classiﬁed as urban
(using the ‘‘artiﬁcial areas’’ class of the GlobCover v2.3 map) [Bontemps et al., 2011] and subject to irriga-
tion (using the Global Map of Irrigation Areas—GMIA; v4.0.1) [Siebert et al., 2005].
5. We used the Global Reservoir and Dam (GRanD) database (v1.1) [Lehner et al., 2011] to exclude catch-
ments inﬂuenced by reservoirs (deﬁned by total reservoir capacity> 10% of the mean annual Q).
Table 2. HBV Model Parameter Descriptions and Calibration Rangesa
Parameter Description Minimum Maximum
TT (8C) Threshold temperature when precipitation is simu-
lated as snowfall
22.5 2.5
SFCF Snowfall gauge undercatch correction factor 1 1.5
CWH Water holding capacity of snow 0 0.2
CFMAX (mm 8C21 d21) Melt rate of the snowpack 0.5 5
CFR Refreezing coefﬁcient 0 0.1
FC (mm) Maximum water storage in the unsaturated-zone
store
50 700
LP Soil moisture value above which actual evaporation
reaches potential evaporation
0.3 1
BETA Shape coefﬁcient of recharge function 1 6
UZL (mm) Threshold parameter for extra outﬂow from upper
zone
0 100
PERC (mm d21) Maximum percolation to lower zone 0 6
K0 (d21) Additional recession coefﬁcient of upper ground-
water store
0.05 0.99
K1 (d21) Recession coefﬁcient of upper groundwater store 0.01 0.8
K2 (d21) Recession coefﬁcient of lower groundwater store 0.001 0.15
MAXBAS (d) Length of equilateral triangular weighting function 1 3
aThe MAXBAS parameter was calibrated but not regionalized.
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6. Catchments with forest gain or loss> 20% of the catchment area (the threshold at which changes in Q
can be detected) [Bosch and Hewlett, 1982] were excluded using the Landsat-based forest change data
set (v1.1) [Hansen et al., 2013]. Although this data set only covers the period 2000–2013, currently no
other reliable, high-resolution, global-scale data set on land-cover change exists.
7. Catchments in which water balance closure is impossible were discarded. These catchments were identi-
ﬁed by ðQobs1PETPenÞ < PCPC or Qobs > PCPC, where Qobs is the mean annual observed Q (mm yr21),
PETPen is the mean annual Penman [1948] potential evaporation (mm yr
21), and PCPC is the mean annual
CPC precipitation (mm yr21) for the period 1980–2005 (see section 2.2).
8. To minimize the number of potentially disinformative catchments, all Q records were screened for arti-
facts and anthropogenic inﬂuences (diversions and/or impoundments), USA catchments ﬂagged as
‘‘non-reference’’ in the GAGES-II database were discarded, and GRDC catchments for which the catch-
ment boundaries could not be reliably determined were discarded [Lehner, 2012].
In total 1787 catchments (median size 505 km2) fulﬁlled the selection criteria, the locations of which are pre-
sented in the Results section. All Q data were converted to mm d21 using the provided catchment areas.
2.4. Catchment-Scale Calibration
Figure 1 presents a ﬂow chart summarizing the various steps carried out to implement and test the region-
alization scheme. The initial step involved calibration of the lumped version of HBV against observed daily
Q for the selected 1787 catchments, ﬁrst, to obtain calibrated parameter sets for the regionalization scheme
and, second, to discard disinformative catchments with poor-quality observed Q and/or forcing data. For
each catchment, the record of simultaneous forcing and observed Q data was split into a validation period
(consisting of the ﬁrst 30% of the record) and a calibration period (consisting of the remaining 70% of the
Figure 1. Flow chart summarizing the various steps carried out in this study to implement and test the regionalization scheme.
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record). For the calibration, we used an aggregate objective function (AOF) that considers both Q signatures
and goodness-of-ﬁt measures as suggested by Vis et al. [2015] and Shaﬁi and Tolson [2015], rather than the
commonly used Nash and Sutcliffe [1970] efﬁciency (NSE) which is widely considered to be a weak metric
for model evaluation [e.g., Schaeﬂi and Gupta, 2007; Jain and Sudheer, 2008; Criss and Winston, 2008; Gupta
et al., 2009]. The AOF score is computed following:
AOF5
AOFsig1AOFgof
2
; (1)
where AOFsig considers the signatures and AOFgof the goodness-of-ﬁt of the simulated Q (all unitless).
AOFsig incorporates the eight Q signatures listed in Table 3 and was deﬁned by:
AOFsig512
X8
q51
jYq; o2Yq; sj
8rq
; (2)
where Y represent the transformed values of the signatures (unitless), r the standard deviations of the
transformed signatures (unitless), the q subscript denotes the Q signature, while the o and s subscripts refer
to observed and simulated, respectively. Some Q signatures (Q1–99 and QMEAN) were square-root trans-
formed prior to their inclusion in equation (2) to give small values more weight. The r values in equation (2)
represent the spatial variability in the Q signatures and serve to equalize the data variability (i.e., to give
each transformed Q signature equal weight). They are listed in Table 3 and were derived from the Global
Streamﬂow Characteristics Data set (GSCD) v1.9 [Beck et al., 2015] taking into account the entire ice-free
land surface excluding deserts (deﬁned by an aridity index> 5), with the exception of the T50 r, which con-
siders only the snow-dominated ice-free land surface.
AOFgof incorporates three traditional goodness-of-ﬁt measures and was computed following:
AOFgof5
2B1R1Rlog
4
; (3)
where B and R represent, respectively, the bias and Pearson correlation coefﬁcient computed between
simulated and observed Q, and Rlog the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient computed between natural-log
transformed simulated and observed Q (all unitless). B was deﬁned according to:
B512

Qs2Qo
Qs1Qo
; (4)
where Q is the streamﬂow (mm d21), s and o as previously deﬁned, and the overbars denote long-term
averages. B, R, and Rlog evaluate, respectively, the long-term ﬂow volume, peak-ﬂow variability, and low-
ﬂow variability. B ranges from 0 to 1, while R and Rlog range from 21 to 1. To ensure that all three terms
contribute equally to AOFgof , B was multiplied by two in equation (3).
From equation (1) it follows that a higher AOF score corresponds to better model performance. We consid-
ered model simulations to be ‘‘unsatisfactory’’ if AOF  0:50, ‘‘satisfactory’’ if 0:50 < AOF  0:65, ‘‘good’’ if
Table 3. The Q Signatures Incorporated in the AOF Objective Functiona
Q Signature Description and Computation Transformation Standard Deviation (r)
BFI Baseﬂow index, computed following the
procedure described in Institute of Hydrol-
ogy [1980] and Gustard et al. [1992].
None 0.12
Q1, Q10, Q50, Q90,
Q99 (mm d21)
Daily ﬂow percentiles (exceedance probabil-
ity). The number refers to the percentage
of time that the ﬂow is exceeded.
Square root 0.71, 0.49, 0.32,
0.19, 0.14
T50 The day of the water year marking the tim-
ing of the center of mass of Q [Stewart
et al., 2005]. The water year is deﬁned in
this study as October to September in
the Northern Hemisphere and April to
March in the Southern Hemisphere.
None 12.08
QMEAN (mm yr21) Mean annual Q. Square root 7.41
aFor Q1–99 and QMEAN, the standard deviation (r) values were based on transformed values of the signatures.
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0:65 < AOF  0:75, and ‘‘very good’’ if AOF > 0:75. Accordingly, catchments with calibration and validation
AOF > 0:75 were presumed to have good-quality observed Q and forcing data and deemed suitable to
serve as donor catchments for the regionalization scheme [cf. Bardossy, 2007; Oudin et al., 2008; Bourgin
et al., 2015].
Various evolutionary algorithms have been applied in the calibration of hydrologic models [Duan et al.,
1992; Wang, 1997; Bekele and Nicklow, 2007; Maier et al., 2014]. For the calibration of HBV, we used the
(l1k) evolutionary algorithm implemented using the Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python (DEAP)
toolkit [Fortin et al., 2012]. The population size (l) was set at 24 and the recombination pool size (k) at 48.
Each generation produced k offspring from the population. Offspring were evaluated after which the popu-
lation of the next generation was selected from both offspring and population. Crossover and mutation
probabilities were set at 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. The number of generations was limited to 25, as this was
found to be sufﬁcient for achieving convergence. This amounted to 1200 model runs and AOF evaluations
per catchment. The calibration of all 1787 catchments took approximately 35 h on a workstation with two
Intel Xeon E5-2640 CPUs (total 16 cores and 32 threads).
2.5. Global-Scale Parameter Regionalization
After the catchment-scale calibration, we produced parameter maps (0.58 resolution) for HBV covering the
entire ice-free land surface using a similarity-based regionalization approach that takes, for each grid cell,
the calibrated parameter sets of the 10 most similar donor catchments (Figure 1). The 10 Q time series origi-
nating from the ten parameter sets were subsequently averaged to yield one single Q time series. A
similarity-based approach was used since several previous studies have found similarity-based approaches
to outperform other approaches [Kokkonen et al., 2003; McIntyre et al., 2004, 2005; Parajka et al., 2005; Oudin
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Reichl et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2012; Wallner et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2014; Sellami
et al., 2014; Garambois et al., 2015]. The use of multiple donors ensures that the results are not dominated
by individual donors with potentially unusual response behavior or unidentiﬁed data issues and has been
found to enhance the model performance in several regionalization studies [McIntyre et al., 2004, 2005;
Oudin et al., 2008; Viney et al., 2009; Zhang and Chiew, 2009; Reichl et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2015; Garambois et al., 2015]. Ten donors were used since several of the aforementioned studies explicitly
examined the optimal number of donors and achieved good results using ten donors [McIntyre et al., 2005;
Oudin et al., 2008; Zhang and Chiew, 2009; Reichl et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2012]. Beneﬁts of the proposed
approach include: (i) its relative ease of implementation; (ii) retainment of model parameter interaction
because the entire parameter set is transferred; (iii) possibility of spatial variability in model parameters
according to landscape characteristics, even in ungauged regions; (iv) derived parameters are (largely) forc-
ing independent; and (v) the use of multiple donor catchments (in this case 10) enables the estimation of
parameter uncertainty.
The success of a similarity-based regionalization approach depends on the use of a large, highly diverse set
of catchments (see section 2.3), high-quality observed Q and forcing data and therefore (more) reliable
parameter estimates (see section 2.4), and a similarity criterion that represents the rainfall-runoff behavior
of the catchments well [Merz and Bl€oschl, 2005; Wagener et al., 2007; Reichl et al., 2009; Oudin et al., 2010].
We used an a priori deﬁned similarity criterion incorporating the eight climatic and physiographic character-
istics listed in Table 4. These characteristics have been found to exhibit strong links with Q signatures in a
previous global study [Beck et al., 2015], ensuring that they are relevant and that their data quality is sufﬁ-
cient. The dissimilarity between a catchment and grid-cell pair was quantiﬁed following:
Si; j5
X7
p51
jZp; i2Zp; j j
IQRp
; (5)
where S is the dissimilarity (–), Z are the values of the respective characteristics (units listed in Table 4), IQR
is the interquartile range of the characteristic (values and units listed in Table 4), p denotes the characteris-
tic, and i and j denote, respectively, the catchment and grid cell in question. The IQR values represent the
spatial variability in the various characteristics and were based on the ice-free land surface excluding
deserts (deﬁned by an aridity index> 5; see Table 4). The division by IQR in equation (5) was necessary to
equalize the data variability of the characteristics. From equation (5) it follows that a similar catchment and
grid-cell pair yields an S value close to zero. Catchment-mean values of characteristics were derived from
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the full-resolution data, while the global-scale gridded data (0.58 resolution) were derived using simple aver-
aging with gaps ﬁlled by nearest-neighbor interpolation. The ice-free portion of the land surface was deter-
mined using the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Terrestrial Ecoregions of the World (TEOW) map [Olson et al.,
2001].
The use of 10 parameter sets for each grid cell results in an ensemble of Q simulations of which the spread
provides a valuable indication of the parameter uncertainty. It should be stressed, however, that these
uncertainty estimates require careful interpretation as they are subject to the same criticisms as the widely
used Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) approach [Beven and Binley, 1992], in that they
lack a formal statistical foundation and involve several subjective choices (notably the calibration score
threshold, the choice of 10 most similar donors, and the similarity criterion) [McIntyre et al., 2005; Montanari,
2005; Winsemius et al., 2009].
2.6. Performance of Regionalized Parameters
The value of the regionalization scheme was assessed in four ways. First, using the catchments having cali-
bration and/or validation scores  0:75 which were rejected as donor (hereafter called the evaluation catch-
ments; Figure 1), we compared AOF scores obtained by HBV using various sets of parameters:
1. spatially uniform parameters;
2. regionalized parameters based on the single most similar donor catchment (see section 2.5);
3. ensemble of regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donors (see section 2.5);
4. calibrated parameters for the validation period (see section 2.4); and
5. calibrated parameters for the calibration period (see section 2.4).
Parameter sets 1–3 represent the ungauged situation, while parameter sets 4 and 5 represent the ideal sit-
uation where observed Q data are available for calibration. To produce the spatially uniform parameters,
the simple averages of the respective calibrated parameters for all donor catchments were computed [cf.
Kokkonen et al., 2003; Parajka et al., 2005; Kim and Kaluarachchi, 2008; Jin et al., 2009]. For parameter sets
Table 4. The Climatic and Physiographic Characteristics Selected to Quantify the Similarity Between Catchments and Grid Cells
Variable Description
Calculation and
Data Source Resolution
Interquartile
Range (IQR)
AI Aridity index Calculated as: AI5PET=P, where P is the
mean annual precipitation and PET the
mean annual potential evaporation.
Values were truncated with an upper
limit of 10 to avoid extremely high val-
ues. See P and PET for data sources.
1 km 0.88
P (mm yr21) Mean annual precipitation WorldClim v1.4 (release 3) [Hijmans et al.,
2005], Parameter-elevation relationships
on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM;
Daly et al., 1994] for the USA, and Tait
et al. [2006] for New Zealand.
1 km 743 mm yr21
PET (mm yr21) Mean annual potential
evaporation
Calculated from monthly values derived fol-
lowing the temperature-based approach
of Hargreaves et al. [1985]. See TA for
data source.
1 km 1054 mm yr21
TA (8C) Mean air temperature WorldClim, and PRISM for the USA. 1 km 26.498C
fTC Fraction of forest cover Landsat-based forest cover for the year
2000 (v1.1) [Hansen et al., 2013].
30 m 0.45
fS Fraction of snow cover Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradi-
ometer (MODIS) Aqua/Terra snow cover
monthly Level 3 Global Climate Modeling
Grid (CMG) product (MYD10CM/
MOD10CM) v5 [Hall et al., 2006], mean
over 2001–2014.
0.058 0.57
SLO (8) Surface slope CGIAR Consortium for Spatial Information
(CSI) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) v4.1 [Farr et al., 2007] for latitudes
<608N, GTOPO30 (http://lta.cr.usgs.gov/
GTOPO30) for latitudes >608N.
90 m, 1 km 1.088
CLAY (%) Soil clay content SoilGrids1 km [Hengl et al., 2014] April 2014
version, mean over all layers.
1 km 13.77%
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1–2, we ran the gridded version of HBV globally and computed catchment-mean Q time series. For parame-
ter set 3, we ran the gridded model 10 times globally using the ensemble of regionalized parameters, sub-
sequently computed the ensemble-mean Q, and ﬁnally computed catchment-mean Q time series. For
parameter sets 1–3, the entire period of simultaneous observed and simulated Q was considered when
computing the AOF score. To avoid mismatches between observed and simulated Q peaks from confound-
ing the AOF scores, we introduced some channel routing delay to the catchment-mean simulated Q time
series by applying the triangular weighting function of HBV [Bergstr€om, 1992; Seibert and Vis, 2012] with the
MAXBAS parameter (see Table 2) set to the calibrated value. For parameter sets 4 and 5, we used the AOF
scores obtained in the catchment-scale calibration for the validation and calibration periods, respectively.
The second way we assessed the value of the regionalization scheme was by comparing AOF scores
obtained for the evaluation catchments by HBV (with regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar
donors and spatially uniform parameters) to those obtained by nine state-of-the-art macroscale hydrologic
models including their ensemble mean. The models were run globally as part of the eartH2Observe project
and their simulated Q data were downloaded from https://wci.earth2observe.eu. All models were driven by
the WFDEI meteorological data set, but used different formulations to compute potential evaporation, used
different data sets for nonmeteorological variables, and were run at various spatial and temporal resolu-
tions, although all outputs were resampled to a common 0:5 spatial and daily temporal resolution. Some
of the models were subjected to varying degrees of calibration. For more details concerning the models,
see Dutra [2015].
Third, we quantiﬁed the performance of HBV (with regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar
donors and with spatially uniform parameters) and the nine state-of-the-art models including their ensem-
ble mean in the evaluation catchments in terms of more traditional performance metrics. This was done in
order to (i) examine whether the performance improvement due to regionalization is restricted to the per-
formance metric used for the calibration and (ii) allow the model performance to be put in the context of
previous studies. The performance metrics considered were NSE, Kling-Gupta efﬁciency (KGE) [Kling et al.,
2012], and coefﬁcient of determination (R2), all computed between daily, 5 day, and monthly mean
(untransformed and log-transformed) simulated and observed Q. In addition, we considered an alternative
bias-related performance metric, computed following:
B0512

Qs2Qo
Qo
; (6)
where B0 is the bias (unitless) and the other terms have been previously deﬁned. For each performance met-
ric, a higher value corresponds to a better model performance. HBV was run using WFDEI precipitation for
this purpose.
The fourth and last way we assessed the value of the regionalization scheme was using a completely inde-
pendent global QMEAN map (0.048 resolution) based on Q observations from 1651 large catchments
(10,003–4,691,000 km2) around the globe (version 1.2) [Beck, 2016]. The map can be considered an updated
version of the one produced by the University of New Hampshire (UNH) [Fekete et al., 2002] and was pro-
duced based on the assumption that the mean annual volumetric Q difference between a station and its
upstream neighbor(s) represents the QMEAN generated in the interstation region. Speciﬁcally, we com-
pared the QMEAN map of Beck [2016] to QMEAN maps derived from HBV with regionalized parameters
(based on the 10 most similar donors) and spatially uniform parameters. For this comparison, HBV was run
using WFDEI precipitation. Since the map of Beck [2016] provides spatially uniform values for the intersta-
tion regions, the HBV-based values were ﬁrst averaged for the interstation regions.
3. Results
3.1. Catchment-Scale Calibration
Figure 2 shows the minimum values of the calibration and validation AOF scores as obtained with HBV
when forced with CPC precipitation data for the study catchments, revealing a high degree of clustering.
Clusters of well-performing catchments were found along the Paciﬁc Coast of the USA, in the eastern USA,
southern Great Britain, eastern Brazil, and southern Australia, while clusters of poorly performing catch-
ments were found in the Interior West of the USA, the American tropics, and west of Lake Malawi (Africa).
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Table 5 lists the obtained median calibration and validation AOF scores for all catchments and each major
K€oppen-Geiger climate type (see supporting information section S1 for the newly derived world map of the
K€oppen-Geiger classiﬁcation used here). The median calibration scores were very good for all climate types,
ranging from 0.82 to 0.85. The decrease in median scores from calibration to validation ranged from 0.10 to
0.21, with the largest decreases found for tropical and arid catchments.
Among the 1787 study catchments, 674 had HBV-based calibration and validation AOF scores >0.75. These
catchments presumably have good-quality meteorologic and observed Q data and thus were deemed suita-
ble to serve as donors for the regionalization scheme. Table 5 also lists the number of donor catchments for
each major K€oppen-Geiger climate type. Temperate and cold climates were best represented by the donor
catchments, tropical, and arid climates were moderately represented, while polar climates were poorly rep-
resented. The 1113 catchments not used as donor were used for independent evaluation of the improve-
ment in model performance due to the regionalization. Table 5 shows that only the polar climate was
poorly represented by the evaluation catchments.
3.2. Global-Scale Parameter Regionalization
The regionalization scheme transfers calibrated parameter sets from the donor catchments to similar grid
cells to produce parameter maps covering the entire ice-free land surface. Figure 3a shows the spatial pat-
tern for the mean dissimilarity to the 10 most similar donor catchments. The lowest mean dissimilarity was
found for regions that are well represented by the donor catchments such as Europe and the USA, with
especially low values obtained for the temperate eastern USA. Conversely, high mean dissimilarity was
found for regions that are underrepresented by the donor catchments, such as tropical, polar, and moun-
tainous regions (notably the Rocky Mountains, Andes, Himalayas, and Alps). Particularly high mean
Figure 2. The minimum values of the calibration and validation AOF scores obtained using HBV for the study catchments. Each data point
represents a catchment centroid (n5 1787). Catchments indicated in blue obtained calibration and validation scores> 0.75 and were used
as donor catchment for the regionalization scheme. CPC precipitation was used to drive the model.
Table 5. The Median Calibration and Validation AOF Scores and the Number of Donor and Evaluation Catchmentsa
Climate Type
Median Calibration
AOF Score
Median Validation
AOF Score
Number of Donor
Catchments
Number of Evaluation
Catchments
All 0.83 0.72 674 1113
A: tropical 0.83 0.63 15 61
B: arid 0.83 0.62 12 38
C: temperate 0.85 0.74 366 448
D: cold 0.82 0.71 277 560
E: polar 0.84 0.74 4 6
aThe most dominant climate type by area was used to classify each catchment. See Figure 2 for the locations of the evaluation catch-
ments and supporting information Figure S1.1 for the new world map of the K€oppen-Geiger classiﬁcation. HBV was forced with CPC
precipitation.
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dissimilarity was found for arid regions. Figure 3c shows the mean distance (as the ‘‘crow ﬂies’’) to the 10
most similar donor catchments. Mean distances of< 1000 km were obtained only for densely gauged
regions such as the USA, Europe, and southeastern Australia. Mean distances were generally >5000 km
across South America, Africa, southern continental Asia, and Southeast Asia.
Figure 4 shows mean values of the regionalized HBV parameters based on the 10 most similar donor catch-
ments. Only four key parameters are shown (see supporting information Figure S2.1 for maps of all other
parameters). For the FC parameter (maximum water storage in the unsaturated-zone store), values were
generally <300 mm everywhere except in tropical regions (Figure 4a). For the LP parameter (the soil mois-
ture value above which actual evaporation reaches potential evaporation), generally values <0.65 were
obtained for arid regions and values >0.80 for temperate, cold, and polar regions (Figure 4b). For the BETA
parameter (shape coefﬁcient of recharge function), values were consistently <2 for cold and polar regions
and >3.5 for arid regions (Figure 4c). For the K2 parameter (recession coefﬁcient of lower groundwater
store), slow recessions (K2 < 0:06 d21) were typically found for cold and mountainous regions and fast
recessions (K2 > 0:10 d21) for arid regions (Figure 4d). See supporting information Figure S2.2 for maps
showing the standard deviation of the regionalized parameters.
3.3. Performance of Regionalized Parameters
Table 6 summarizes the performance in terms of median AOF score obtained in the 1113 evaluation catch-
ments by HBV forced with CPC precipitation data using spatially uniform parameters, regionalized parame-
ters (based on the single most similar and the 10 most similar donor catchments), and calibrated
parameters (for the validation and calibration periods). Substantial improvements in median score ranging
from 0.13 to 0.26 were obtained for the ﬁve K€oppen-Geiger climate types using regionalized parameters
based on the 10 most similar donors compared to spatially uniform parameters (Table 6). On the other
hand, the improvements in median score using calibrated parameters for the validation period compared
to spatially uniform parameters ranged from 0.31 to 0.38 (Table 6), reﬂecting the ideal situation where
Figure 3. (a) Mean dissimilarity to the 10 most similar donor catchments. (b) Scatterplot of catchment-mean dissimilarity to the 10 most
similar donor catchments versus AOF score obtained by HBV with regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donors minus the
score obtained with spatially uniform parameters (AOF change; Figure 5). (c) Mean distance (as the ‘‘crow ﬂies’’) to the 10 most similar
donors (note the nonlinear color scale). (d) Scatterplot of catchment-mean distance to the 10 most similar donor catchments versus AOF
change. Each data point in Figures 3b and 3d represents an evaluation catchment (n5 1113).
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observed Q data are available for calibration. Thus, the performance improvement in terms of median
AOF score obtained using regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donors was about half of
that obtained using calibrated parameters for the validation period. For each grid cell, using the 10 most
similar donors, rather than the single most similar donor, led in most cases to better model performance
(Table 6). Figure 5 shows, for each evaluation catchment, the difference in AOF score using regionalized
(based on the 10 most similar donors) versus spatially uniform parameters (called hereafter AOF
change). For 79% of the evaluation catchments, the AOF change was positive, indicating better model per-
formance with regionalized parameters (based on the 10 most similar donors) than with spatially uniform
parameters.
Figure 3b presents a scatterplot for the evaluation catchments of catchment-mean dissimilarity to the 10
most similar donor catchments (Figure 3a) versus AOF change (Figure 5). No clear relationship can be dis-
cerned, suggesting that a lack of similar donor catchments does not necessarily diminish regionalization
performance. Figure 3d shows the scatterplot of catchment-mean distance to the 10 most similar donor
catchments (Figure 3c) versus AOF change (Figure 5), revealing that the greatest gains in performance were
achieved for evaluation catchments situated < 5000 km from the donors.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the regionalization scheme, Table 7 compares median AOF scores
obtained for the evaluation catchments by HBV with regionalized parameters (based on the 10 most similar
Figure 4. For HBV, mean values of the regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donor catchments for: (a) the maximum
water storage in the unsaturated-zone store (FC); (b) the soil moisture value above which actual evaporation reaches potential evaporation
(LP); (c) the shape coefﬁcient of recharge function (BETA); and (d) the recession coefﬁcient of lower groundwater store (K2). For maps of all
other parameters, see supporting information Figure S2.1.
Table 6. The Performance in Terms of Median AOF Score Obtained for the Evaluation Catchmentsa
Climate Type
Spatially
Uniform
Parameters
Regionalized
Parameters
(Single Most
Similar Donor)
Regionalized
Parameters
(10 Most
Similar Donors)
Calibrated
Parameters
(Validation
Period)
Calibrated
Parameters
(Calibration
Period)
All (n5 1113) 0.30 0.46 0.49 0.64 0.79
A: tropical (n5 61) 0.21 0.21 0.34 0.57 0.81
B: arid (n5 38) 0.22 0.53 0.48 0.60 0.74
C: temperate (n5 448) 0.33 0.46 0.46 0.64 0.79
D: cold (n5 560) 0.29 0.48 0.52 0.65 0.79
E: polar (n5 6) 0.27 0.24 0.46 0.65 0.74
aSee Figure 2 for the locations of the evaluation catchments and supporting information Figure S1.1 for the new world map of the
K€oppen-Geiger classiﬁcation. HBV was forced with CPC precipitation.
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donors) and with spatially uniform parameters, to those obtained by nine state-of-the-art macroscale hydro-
logic models including their ensemble mean. For the evaluation catchments, the state-of-the-art models
obtained median AOF scores ranging from 0.06 (SWBM) to 0.32 (WaterGAP3), while their ensemble mean
gave a median AOF score of 0.35. HBV with spatially uniform parameters attained a median AOF score of
0.29, which is in the upper range of the median AOF scores obtained by the state-of-the-art models. Con-
versely, HBV with regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donors attained a much higher
median AOF score of 0.47. The regionalized HBV model performed better than the other models for all cli-
mate types, although the ensemble mean obtained a slightly higher score for the tropics.
To examine whether the better performance translates to more widely used performance metrics and to
allow the model performance to be put in the context of previous studies, Table 8 presents NSE, KGE, R2,
and B0 scores obtained by HBV (using regionalized parameters derived from the 10 most similar donors and
spatially uniform parameters) and the nine state-of-the-art models for the evaluation catchments. For all
performance metrics, HBV with regionalized parameters performed either better or comparable to the other
models, suggesting that the improved model performance due to the regionalization scheme is not
restricted to the performance metrics used for calibration.
Figure 7 shows the difference in absolute square-root transformed QMEAN error between HBV with region-
alized parameter (based on the 10 most similar donors) versus spatially uniform parameters, using the com-
pletely independent observation-based QMEAN map of Beck [2016] derived from catchments >10,000 km2
Table 7. The Performance in Terms of Median AOF Score Obtained for the Evaluation Catchments (n5 1113)a
Climate Type
HBV With
Regionalized
Parameters
(10 Most Similar
Donors)
HBV With
Spatially
Uniform
Parameters HTESSEL JULES LISFLOOD ORCHIDEE PCR-GLOBWB SURFEX SWBM W3RA WaterGAP3
Ensemble
Mean
All (n5 1113) 0.47 0.29 0.31 0.26 0.22 0.10 0.09 0.23 0.06 0.24 0.32 0.35
A: tropical (n5 61) 0.36 0.28 0.34 0.35 0.19 0.05 20.47 0.22 0.09 0.17 0.32 0.38
B: arid (n5 38) 0.52 0.21 0.43 0.33 0.12 0.11 20.20 0.33 0.36 0.41 0.33 0.32
C: temperate (n5 448) 0.42 0.31 0.31 0.36 0.07 0.16 0.01 0.37 0.18 0.23 0.30 0.33
D: cold (n5 560) 0.51 0.30 0.29 0.18 0.32 0.03 0.19 0.05 20.05 0.23 0.34 0.37
E: polar (n5 6) 0.54 0.10 0.23 20.10 0.43 0.15 0.30 20.24 20.31 0.04 0.27 0.39
aFor clarity, in each row the two highest scores are shown in bold font. All models were forced with the WFDEI meteorological data set. The ensemble mean does not include HBV.
See Figure 2 for the locations of the evaluation catchments, supporting information Figure S1.1 for the new world map of the K€oppen-Geiger classiﬁcation, and Dutra [2015] for
descriptions of the state-of-the-art models.
Figure 5. For the evaluation catchments, the AOF score obtained by HBV with regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar
donors minus the AOF score obtained using the spatially uniform parameters (deﬁned as AOF change). Blue indicates enhanced model
performance using regionalized parameters while yellow and red indicate diminished model performance using regionalized parameters.
Each data point represents a catchment centroid (n5 1113). HBV was driven by CPC precipitation.
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as reference. HBV with regionalized parameters was found to perform better than HBV with spatially uni-
form parameters in terms of QMEAN for 68% of the gauged area, conﬁrming the efﬁcacy of the regionaliza-
tion scheme. The QMEAN performance was clearly and consistently better for nearly all of Africa and
Australia, while it was less in most of eastern Canada and China. The QMEAN performance was not clearly
better or worse at high northern latitudes (> 508N).
4. Discussion
4.1. Catchment-Scale Calibration
The patterns of HBV performance obtained for the USA (Figure 2) match those obtained in four previous
studies using different hydrologic models and forcing data [Lohmann et al., 2004; Xia et al., 2012; New-
man et al., 2015; Bock et al., 2015]. The consistently good model performance for the eastern USA (Figure
2) is probably due to the relatively homogeneous landscape and dense precipitation gauge network,
whereas the poor model performance obtained for catchments in Central America, northern South
America, and west of Lake Malawi (Africa; Figure 2) likely reﬂects the complex topography and lack of
precipitation gauges in these areas [Chen et al., 2008]. Comparisons between observed and simulated Q
data and between WorldClim and CPC precipitation data suggest that precipitation underestimation,
caused by wind-induced undercatch as well as topographic bias in gauge placement [Daly et al., 1994;
Hijmans et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008], constitutes an important cause of poor model performance in
humid catchments [cf. Kauffeldt et al., 2013]. The relatively large decrease in median calibration to valida-
tion scores obtained for tropical and arid catchments (Table 5) reﬂects the difﬁculty in estimating Q for
these environments. The main confounding factors in the tropics are the frequent occurrence of short-
duration, high-intensity convective storms, and the relatively low quality of the forcing and observed Q
data [Wohl et al., 2012]. In arid regions, the main confounding factors are the high evaporative losses,
the highly nonlinear response behavior, and the ﬂashy nature of the Q [Pilgrim et al., 1988; Ye et al.,
1997; Liden and Harlin, 2000]. We suspect that model structural limitations exerted only a small inﬂuence
on model performance, given the ﬂexibility of HBV relative to other models [e.g., Zhang and Lindstr€om,
1996; Breuer et al., 2009; Deelstra et al., 2010; Plesca et al., 2012; Bouffard, 2014; Demirel et al., 2015; Vetter
et al., 2015].
Table 8. Median Scores for Widely Used Performance Metrics Obtained for the Evaluation Catchments (n5 1113)a
Performance Metrics
HBV With
Regionalized
Parameters
(10 Most Similar
Donors)
HBV With
Spatially
Uniform
Parameters HTESSEL JULES LISFLOOD ORCHIDEE PCR-GLOBWB SURFEX SWBM W3RA WaterGAP3
Ensemble
Mean
NSE daily 20.02 20.03 20.59 20.38 20.55 20.45 21.67 20.24 0.01 20.59 20.11 20.35
NSE 5 day 0.08 0.05 20.49 20.44 20.26 20.53 21.51 20.21 0.05 20.34 20.11 20.25
NSE monthly 0.17 0.15 20.32 20.39 20.03 20.67 21.16 20.02 0.14 20.10 20.10 20.09
NSE log-transformed daily 20.02 20.09 20.46 20.22 20.69 20.57 21.25 20.06 20.08 20.89 20.40 20.57
NSE log-transformed 5 day 20.00 20.09 20.56 20.32 20.68 20.88 21.32 20.06 20.13 20.90 20.53 20.62
NSE log-transformed monthly 20.05 20.14 20.54 20.41 20.78 21.45 21.32 20.06 20.26 20.96 20.69 20.69
KGE daily 0.19 0.11 20.07 20.03 20.07 20.18 20.25 20.08 0.11 20.09 0.13 0.04
KGE 5 day 0.26 0.20 20.02 0.02 0.11 20.15 20.19 20.00 0.17 0.02 0.17 0.10
KGE monthly 0.32 0.30 0.12 0.12 0.29 20.12 20.07 0.09 0.26 0.18 0.23 0.22
KGE log-transformed daily 0.16 20.13 0.08 0.04 20.50 20.10 20.49 0.12 20.07 20.14 0.03 20.05
KGE log-transformed 5 day 0.15 20.12 0.11 0.09 20.49 20.06 20.49 0.14 20.05 20.13 0.02 20.06
KGE log-transformed monthly 0.15 20.11 0.13 0.12 20.51 20.02 20.49 0.16 20.24 20.12 20.00 20.06
R2 daily 0.36 0.30 0.17 0.12 0.26 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.26 0.21 0.28
R2 5 day 0.45 0.38 0.26 0.22 0.36 0.14 0.20 0.25 0.31 0.35 0.33 0.40
R2 monthly 0.57 0.52 0.40 0.35 0.54 0.24 0.33 0.39 0.50 0.47 0.49 0.55
R2 log-transformed daily 0.50 0.46 0.27 0.22 0.48 0.14 0.27 0.33 0.20 0.43 0.36 0.46
R2 log-transformed 5 day 0.54 0.48 0.32 0.30 0.52 0.19 0.31 0.40 0.34 0.47 0.45 0.54
R2 log-transformed monthly 0.58 0.52 0.40 0.42 0.56 0.27 0.38 0.48 0.51 0.53 0.55 0.63
B0 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.51 0.50 0.54 0.62 0.59 0.63 0.66 0.65
aFor clarity, in each row the two highest scores are shown in bold font. All models were forced with the WFDEI meteorological data set. The ensemble mean does not include HBV.
See Figure 1 of the main paper for the locations of the evaluation catchments, supporting information Figure S1.1 for the new world map of the K€oppen-Geiger classiﬁcation, and
Dutra [2015] for descriptions of the state-of-the-art models.
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4.2. Global-Scale Parameter Regionalization
The spatial patterns obtained for the regionalized HBV parameter values (Figure 4 and supporting informa-
tion Figure S2.1) conform well with large-scale climate patterns, highlighting the dominant control of cli-
mate on the rainfall-runoff response. Most previous macroscale regionalization studies (Table 1) have used
climate-related variables for the regionalization in one way or another, and thus recognized, either implicitly
or explicitly, the link between model parameters and climate. In addition, several studies have shown that
calibration to wet climatic periods leads to an overestimation of Q during dry climatic periods and vice versa
[e.g., Coron et al., 2012; Osuch et al., 2015], suggesting that model parameters are related to climate not only
in space but also in time. Conversely, regional regionalization studies usually omitted the use of climate-
related variables [He et al., 2011], perhaps due to the relatively homogeneous climatic conditions prevailing
in the study area, or because of the apparent misconception that models already account for climate
through the meteorological forcing data [e.g., Kokkonen et al., 2003]. The use of climate-related variables to
parameterize models is seemingly counterintuitive, given that models should represent only physiographic
characteristics. However, climate is known to inﬂuence vegetation, soils, and geomorphology and thus
exerts a major indirect inﬂuence on the rainfall-runoff behavior of catchments [Gentine et al., 2012; Troch
et al., 2013]. Soil data are inherently uncertain due to (i) the scarcity and inconsistent quality and detail of
soil information available around the world [Hengl et al., 2014], (ii) the difﬁculty in upscaling unevenly dis-
tributed point-scale soil proﬁle data [Hopmans et al., 2002], (iii) the lack of information on soil macropore
channels [Beven and Germann, 1982, 2013], and (iv) the knowledge gap with respect to the extent and
severity of soil degradation around the globe [Bai et al., 2008]. This uncertainty undoubtedly translates to
uncertainty in various model predictions which appears to be constrainable using climate-related variables.
Furthermore, since models are by their very deﬁnition imperfect representations of reality, their state and
ﬂux estimates inevitably exhibit climate-dependent uncertainties, even if they are forced with ‘‘perfect’’
meteorological forcing data [Beven, 1989]. The tendency of hydrologic models to overestimate Q in arid
regions [e.g., Haddeland et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012; Trambauer et al., 2013] and to generate
the Q peak too early in snow-dominated regions [e.g., Lohmann et al., 2004; Slater et al., 2007; Balsamo et al.,
2009; Zaitchik et al., 2010] can arguably be considered manifestations of these model imperfections.
The spatial pattern in mean regionalized FC (maximum water storage in the unsaturated-zone store) values
(Figure 4a) appears to be somewhat random, suggesting that the parameter is less sensitive or subject to
equiﬁnality. Nevertheless, the slightly higher FC values in tropical regions could be indicative of the often
relatively deep soils and regolith as well as the high water use and rainfall intercepting capacity of tropical
rain forests [Nepstad et al., 1994; Chappell et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2008; Holwerda et al., 2012]. The low LP
(soil moisture value above which actual evaporation reaches potential evaporation) and high BETA (shape
coefﬁcient of recharge function) parameter values obtained for arid regions (Figures 4b and 4c, respectively)
serve to increase the evaporation and, conversely, decrease Q. The low LP value does so by increasing the
rate of evaporation and the high BETA value by increasing the amount of rainfall assigned to the soil com-
partment. This suggest that, without regionalization, HBV would overestimate Q in arid regions, similar to
many other hydrologic models [e.g., Haddeland et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2012; Trambauer
et al., 2013]. The K2 parameter (recession coefﬁcient of lower groundwater store) map (Figure 4d) shows
good consistency with observation-based maps for the pantropics [Pe~na-Arancibia et al., 2010] and the
globe [Beck et al., 2013b, 2015], both in terms of spatial patterns and absolute magnitude. The fast reces-
sions obtained for arid regions (Figure 4d) reﬂect the ephemeral nature of the quick ﬂows that tend to dom-
inate the ﬂow regime under these conditions [Pilgrim et al., 1988].
4.3. Performance of Regionalized Parameters
Compared to previous macroscale regionalization studies (Table 1), we used a substantially more diverse
set of 674 donor catchments with high calibration and validation scores and thus presumably (more) reli-
able calibrated parameters. Furthermore, we used the 10 most similar donor catchments for each grid cell,
thereby providing a probabilistic estimate of Q of which the spread provides an indication of parameter
uncertainty, and in addition used comparatively small catchments (10–10,000 km2) to minimize the con-
founding inﬂuence of human activity and routing processes. Moreover, we explicitly quantiﬁed the perform-
ance of the scheme by comparing the performance of HBV with regionalized, spatially uniform, and
calibrated parameters, and used an unprecedentedly large set of 1113 independent catchments to do so.
This has likely led to more robust conclusions [cf. Andreassian et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2014] and allowed us
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to examine how climate type, donor similarity, and donor distance inﬂuence the performance of the region-
alized HBV model.
HBV (forced with CPC precipitation) appears to perform markedly better with regionalized parameters than
with spatially uniform parameters for the large majority of the 1113 independent evaluation catchments
(Table 6 and Figure 5). Even for evaluation catchments located> 5000 km away from the donors there were
noticeable improvements in performance (Figure 3d). These ﬁndings conﬁrm the value of the employed
similarity criterion (equation (5)) and support the study hypothesis that, at the global scale, similarity in cli-
mate and physiography reﬂects (to a certain degree) similarity in rainfall-runoff response. The performance
improvement for these more distant evaluation catchments was, however, slightly less (Figure 3d), suggest-
ing there are still some functional differences among catchments unaccounted for. The omission of geology
from the similarity criterion, due to its almost negligible Q predictive power [Pe~na-Arancibia et al., 2010; Van
Dijk, 2010; Beck et al., 2013b,], potentially explains a small part of this unaccounted functional difference,
while another part may be attributable to errors in the data sets used for the various climatic and physio-
graphic characteristics (Table 4). The omission of geology means that the Q estimates for karst-dominated
regions should be interpreted with caution. Interestingly, a lack of similar donor catchments did not notice-
ably inﬂuence model performance (Figure 3b), suggesting that the smaller number of donor catchments in
tropical, arid, and polar climates (Table 5) was not detrimental to model performance. This is in contrast to
Sellami et al. [2014], who found that the Q uncertainty increased as the similarity to donor catchments
decreased, although they used only 10 catchments located in Mediterranean France.
The comparison between the HBV-based QMEAN maps versus the independent QMEAN map of Beck [2016]
based on Q observations from catchments > 10,000 km2 further conﬁrms the efﬁcacy of the regionalization
scheme and demonstrates that the improvement due to regionalization also translates to larger catchment
scales (Figure 7). Particularly noteworthy is the good performance found for Africa, given the small number
of donor catchments located in Africa. The mixed performance at high northern latitudes probably relates
to the calibration of the snowfall gauge undercatch correction factor (SFCF) parameter, which yields forcing
and location-dependent parameters more appropriate for catchment-scale applications than for regionali-
zation. It should be noted that perfect agreement between the QMEAN map of Beck [2016] and the HBV-
based QMEAN maps is unlikely, since the observed Q data used by Beck [2016] (i) are affected by water
withdrawals [D€oll et al., 2003] and transmission losses [Lange, 2005] which HBV does not account for and (ii)
cover a different time period than the HBV-based simulated Q data.
Comparing the presently obtained improvements in HBV model performance due to the regionalization
scheme to previous studies is not straightforward, because most other studies had a regional rather than
global focus and typically used a smaller number of catchments and different hydrologic models and catch-
ment variables, as well as different regionalization and evaluation approaches (see Table 1 and reviews by
He et al. [2011]; Hrachowitz et al. [2013]; Razavi and Coulibaly [2013]; Bl€oschl et al. [2013]; Parajka et al.
[2013], and references therein). Moreover, most previous studies used the NSE performance metric, were
conﬁned to humid settings (aridity index< 1), and did not explicitly quantify the performance improvement
due to regionalization. Nevertheless, in agreement with the present results (Table 6 and Figure 5), previous
studies obtained good model performance using similarity-based regionalization for Austria [Parajka et al.,
2005], southeastern Australia [Li et al., 2009; Reichl et al., 2009], China [Bao et al., 2012], France [Oudin et al.,
2008], Mediterranean France [Sellami et al., 2014; Garambois et al., 2015], northern Germany [Wallner et al.,
2013], North Carolina (USA) [Kokkonen et al., 2003], the UK [McIntyre et al., 2004, 2005], and the contermi-
nous USA [Singh et al., 2014]. The substantially better performance achieved here using the 10 most similar
donor catchments, rather than the single most similar donor (Table 6), reafﬁrms the importance of using
parameter sets from multiple donors [cf. McIntyre et al., 2004, 2005; Oudin et al., 2008; Viney et al., 2009;
Zhang and Chiew, 2009; Reichl et al., 2009; Bao et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Garambois et al., 2015]. Parajka
et al. [2013] reported in their review that studies generally found poorer regionalization performance for
smaller and more arid catchments. In the present analysis, however, the AOF score obtained by HBV with
regionalized parameters was related to neither catchment area nor aridity index (Figure 6). Instead, HBV
with regionalized parameters displayed a markedly lower median AOF score for the tropical catchments
(Table 6).
The improved performance of HBV due to regionalization appears to translate also to performance metrics
not explicitly incorporated in the objective function used for calibration (Table 8). However, both HBV and
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the nine state-of-the-art macroscale models generally showed rather poor scores compared to previous
studies, particularly in terms of NSE. For example, we obtained NSE values computed from daily (untrans-
formed) Q data ranging from 21.67 (PCR-GLOBWB) to 20.02 (HBV with regionalized parameters). These val-
ues are of similar magnitude to the daily NSE values obtained by Xia et al. [2012] using ﬁve (uncalibrated)
macroscale hydrologic models in 961 small-to-medium sized U.S. catchments (23–10,000 km2). However,
our values are considerably lower than the range in daily NSE values of 0.50–0.81 (median 0.66) found for
nine previous similarity-based regionalization studies [Parajka et al., 2013]. The lower performance obtained
in the present work probably reﬂects: (i) the use of evaluation catchments with low-quality observed Q
and/or forcing data, due to the exclusion of catchments with calibration or validation AOF scores  0:75; (ii)
the use of relatively coarse 0.58 forcing data; (iii) the tremendous climatic and physiographic diversity of the
catchments included in the present study; and (iv) a generally (much) greater distance between donor and
evaluation catchments.
HBV forced with WFDEI precipitation also performed considerably better with regionalized parameters than
with spatially uniform parameters (Table 7), suggesting that the effectiveness of the regionalization scheme
is not restricted to the forcing data used for calibration. Furthermore, HBV with regionalized parameters out-
performed nine state-of-the-art macroscale models including their ensemble mean (Table 7), suggesting
Figure 7. Scatterplots for the evaluation catchments of (a) catchment area and (b) catchment-mean aridity index versus the AOF score
obtained by HBV with regionalized parameters derived from the 10 most similar donors. Each data point represents an evaluation catch-
ment (n5 1113).
Figure 6. The difference in absolute square-root transformed QMEAN error between HBV with regionalized parameters (based on the 10
most similar donor catchments) versus spatially uniform parameters, using the observation-based QMEAN map of Beck [2016] as reference.
Blue indicates HBV with regionalized parameters is closer to the observations, whereas yellow and red indicate HBV with spatially-uniform
parameters is closer to the observations. White indicates that no observations were available. WFDEI precipitation was used to drive HBV.
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that these models can also beneﬁt from application of the new regionalization scheme. However, the
potential performance improvement will depend on the structure, parameterization, and forcing of the
model in question. Many current models have an inﬂexible structure and use a priori parameters and thus
cannot be calibrated successfully [Mendoza et al., 2015], although Parajka et al. [2013] indicated in their
review that studies generally showed poorer regionalization performance with a higher number of calibrat-
able model parameters. This suggests that one must strike the right balance between model ﬂexibility and
the number of calibratable parameters for optimal results. The quality of the forcing data further inﬂuences
the potential improvement, by imposing limits on the maximum attainable performance [e.g., Van Dijk
et al., 2013; Kauffeldt et al., 2013].
4.4. Future Work
Although the presently produced parameter maps constitute a clear improvement over the common practice
of using uniform parameter values for the entire globe, there may be room for improvement with respect to,
among other things, the objective function (equation (1)), the donor selection criterion, the similarity criterion
(equation (5)), as well as the ensemble size. Expanding the number of donor catchments for tropical, arid, and
polar climates may also be of interest for future studies. Non-Q-related aspects of the model may be improved
by incorporating information on relevant hydrologic variables in the objective function, for example GRACE-
based total water storage [e.g., Eicker et al., 2014], satellite-derived surface soil moisture [e.g., Wanders et al.,
2014], and remotely sensed snow cover [e.g., Duethmann et al., 2014]. We welcome additional veriﬁcation efforts
using Q data from catchments not used in the present effort as well as global-scale comparisons against alterna-
tive regionalization approaches (notably the approach of Samaniego et al., 2010). The presently obtained results
may be used as a possible performance baseline for future improvements. Besides these technical improve-
ments, it is essential to improve understanding of rainfall-runoff processes under different physiographic and cli-
matic conditions in an effort to improve the structure and parameterization of our models and consequently
reduce the need for calibration and regionalization [cf. Hrachowitz et al., 2013; Nijzink et al., 2015].
5. Conclusions
The present study is the ﬁrst to demonstrate improved Q simulation due to hydrologic model parameter
regionalization at the global scale, providing support for the hypothesis that similarity in climate and physiog-
raphy reﬂects (to a certain degree) similarity in rainfall-runoff behavior. The main conclusions reached are:
1. Precipitation underestimation appeared to be the dominant cause of low calibration AOF scores
obtained for HBV. Relatively large decreases from calibration to validation scores were found for tropical
and arid catchments. Among the 1787 investigated catchments, 674 achieved calibration and validation
scores >0.75 and thus were deemed suitable to serve as donors for the regionalization scheme. Tropical,
arid, and polar climates were somewhat underrepresented among the donors.
2. The regionalization scheme transfers calibrated parameter sets from the donor catchments to similar
grid cells to produce parameter maps for HBV covering the entire ice-free land surface. The spatial pat-
terns in regionalized parameter values corresponded well with spatial patterns in climate, which conﬂicts
with the common practice of parameterizing hydrologic models based on physiographic properties only.
3. The 1113 catchments not used as donors were used to independently quantify the improvement in HBV-
based Q estimates due to regionalization. The regionalized parameters based on the 10 most similar donors
produced better Q estimates than did spatially uniform parameters for most (79%) of the evaluation catch-
ments. Substantial improvements were achieved for all major K€oppen-Geiger climate types and even evalua-
tion catchments located >5000 km distance from the donors. The median improvement in performance was
about half the increase that was achieved through calibration. HBV with regionalized parameters also outper-
formed nine state-of-the-art macroscale models including their ensemble mean, suggesting that these mod-
els could indeed beneﬁt from application of the currently developed regionalization scheme.
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